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H u d m  and Nagasaki, as Robert Jay 
Lifton writes on the book jacket, is "the 
most complete account we have of the 
overall human effects of the two atom- 
ic bombings .... We gain an accurate, dis- 
turbing, sobering picture of the extraor- 
dinary radius of dcath, suffering and 
destruction, resulting from the use of 
this first 'tiny' nuclear weapon." To 
read this book is to cxperience outrage; 
and while the length and thoroughness 
of the text may lead to some slowing of 
the reaction, a scnsc of dumb, defeated 
hopelessness remains. How could hu- 
man beings have done this to one 
another? Add: How a n  they consider 
doing this to one another again? 

True, war is a sickening process in 
any case: You kill a few or many- 
slowly with starvation, more rapidly 
with high explosives- burn, shoot, 
bayonet, bomb. 1s the massive flash of 
instant disintegration and the many 
delayed consequences of pain, suffer- 
ing, and genetic distortion really more 
horrible, :morc vicious, more iniqui- 
tous- more to be condemned? 

Chapter headings givc some idea of 
the completeness of the reporting. Un- 
der "Physical Aspects of Destruction" 
one finds "The Atomic Bomb and 
Thermal Radiations," "Blast Caused by 
the Atomic Bomb Explosion," and "Ra- 
diation from the Atomic Bomb." Under 
"Injury to the Human Body'' one finds 
"Atomic Bomb Trauma (Injury From 
Blasts)," "The Pathology of Atomic 
Bomb Injury (Acute Phase)," "Keloid," 
"Blood Disorder," "Ocular Lesions," 
and so on. There are even more particu- 
lar details in bits of chfpters headed 
"Course and Terminationaf Pregnancy 
After Exposure in Utcro" and "Malig 
nant Tumors," "Aging and Life Span," 
and "Chromosome Changfs." Under 
"The Impact on Society and Daily 
Life," the most moving chapter, one 
finds "A Society Laid Wastc." But oth- 
ers are painful too: "A-Bomb Orphans" 
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and "Hardships of Making a Living," as 
well as "Ovcrcoming Psychological 
Shock." The  final section, "Toward the 
Abolition of Nuclear Arms," is an 
appeal to the reason and self-interest of 
mankind. It descrilxs both the efforts 
at medical care for the victims at the 
time of the bombingj. (many medical 
aides and relief workers werc poisoned 
and suffered radiation-induced ill- 
nesses, somc died), as well as eventual 
government and private agency efforts 
to provide longterm mcdical care, .fi- 
nancial support, and welfare services. 
The last hundred pages deal with the 
efforts of individuals, agencies, and 
governments to educate the world and 
abolish atomic and nuclear weapons. 

The  book's first twenty pages are giv- 
en over to photographs, an unforgetta- 
ble progression of destruction from 
city, to buildings, to havoc in the social 
organization- nauseating pictures of 
the effects on human beings. It  may be 
enough simply to look at t h e x  pictures 
slowly and attentively to feel the full 
force of this book. A few passages may 
also give a s e n x  of this: 

"The power of the atomic bomb 
expressed in  equivalcnts of T N T  ... i g  
n o m  the essential qualitative differ-, 
cnce between an atomic bomb and a 
conventional bomb." 

"When the key members of a com; 
munity are wiped out or wounded, the 
community itself disintegrates, and tra- 
ditional society collapses." 

"A-bomb damage ... must be secn 
overall, as an interrelated array- mas- 
sive physical and human loss, social dis- 
integration and psychological and spiri- 
tual shock-that affects a11 life and 
society." 

Of thosc out of doors less than a kilo- 
meter from the hypocenter, like the 
students at the Girls' High School, 100 
per cent were dead txfore the week was 
gut, and most within a day. In Hirkhi-  
ma an estimated 118,661 died, 30,524 

were severely injured, and 48,606 
slightly injured. In Nagasaki, 73,884 
died, 74,909 were injured, and 120,820 
were "affected." 

There is no way for us to compre- 
hend fully all this book contains, but 
perhaps there is no need to try. Only 
one lesson has to be drawn from this: 
Nuclear war must not be allowed to 
happen. There must be no "thinking 
the unthinkable," no national planning 
of useless shelters, no estimates of "ac- 
ceptable casualties" in  the academic 
boardrooms and military war rooms. 

One must add to such a sad and ter- 
rifying picture the passibility that this 
horrifying episode was avoidable, that 
peace negotiations were under way and 
a crippled and defeated Japan was on 
the brink of surrender. In defense of 
the bombing, it is often claimed that 
our intelligence service and the White 
House and Sa te  Department staff were 
unaware of that cventuality and were 
faced with the alternative of invading 
the Japanese home islands at a fantastic 
cost in lives and treasurc. But if that 
was the case and Hiroshima was thought 
necessary, was Nagasaki necessary too! 

It  also has been suggested that more 
was involved than haste to terminate 
the struggle. Patrick Blackett, the Brit- 
ish Nobel physicist, and US. General 
Leslie Groves are referred to as authori- 
tative sources for the judgment that 
"the primary concern of the American 
military authorities who decided to 
drop the atomic bomb on Japan was to 
confirm its immense destructive pow- 
er." And it is just poSsible that the color 
of the enemy played some part in that 
decision-making process. 

What-was it that the officials who 
made the decision did not know? The  
magnitude of the bomb's destructive 
power? How many might die? The 
eventual effects and consequences for 
those who survived and for children 
and generations yct unborn? Did the 
scientists know-after Trinity? And af- 
ter all the books and the soul-searching 
("scientists knew sin,'' said Oppen- 
heimer) how much did they manage to 
say, how much were they able to trans- 
mit to the decision-makers? In short, 
how cold-blooded was the decision? 

The  editors write that "it is clear that 
from the outsct this new weapon was 
not intended for use in  war theaters 
where opposing armies were locked in  
battle; rather it was to be dropped on 
densely podulated centers that con- 
tained military facilities and industries 



as well as high concentrations of houses 
and other buildings. Moreover, the A- 
bomb atucks were nccdcd not so much 
against Japan-already on the hrink of 
surrender qnd no longer capable of 
mounting an effective countcroffcn- 
sive-as to establish clearly America's 
post-war international position and stra- 
tegic supremacy in the anticipated cold 
war setting. One tragedy of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki is that this historically 
unprecedented devastation of human 
society stemmed from essentially ex- 
perimental and political aims.” 

The ethical questions raised are the 
grim ones we must facc arid respond to 
today as we move relentlessly toward 
mother such “justifiable“ exercise. Can 
we learn from this experience! If so, 
what does it te?ch! The barbarism of 
the West! The racism of Amcrican soci- 
ety? The  incapacity of mankind to rcc‘ 
ognize the terrible, inescapable doom 
hovering over us all in the awcsonic 
hut comparativcly Tiny bodies of our 
nuclear weapons! 

Auden wrote: 
When Statesmen gravcly say “Wc 

The chnnccs arc they’re weak and, 

But when they speak of Principles, 

Their generals arc already poring 

The editors write: 
“Nuclear arms have k c o m c  a mark 

of national power and pride.” 
It now seems clear that the use of 

nuclear wcapons in war is incvitablc- 
possibly even in the ncar future. Thc 
pugnacious, defiant foreign policy 
course of clic grcat powcrs and cllc 
equally belligerent attitudes of smaller 
powers promise nothing less. In Hiro- 
shima and Nagaurki wc,have a map of 
the terrain, a road-map to hell-a histo 
ry of consequences written in adynnce 
of the event. mJ 

must be realistic”, 

therefore, pacifistic. 

look out: perhaps 

over maps. 
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